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Abstract 
In our country there are about 60 millions mental health disorders children who need mental health care according 
large scope epidemiological investigation. But the child psychiatrists in China are not enough to serve so many kids. 
We hope that the abundant clinical experiences of senior child psychiatrists can help the younger doctors throughout 
the country by the advanced computer technology. It is a very interesting practice that uses the computer simulating 
the human being brain. In research selecting suitable neural network structure is very important too. Suitable neural 
network structures will bring less error to diagnosis system. The diagnosis system of child mental health disorders 
can diagnose 61 kinds child mental health disorders. It includes more than 95% child mental health disorders. After 
diagnosis, the computer will give a treatment method suggestion. Comparing the diagnosis by computer with the 
senior child psychiatrists the consistent rate is 99%. 
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1.Introduction 
Along with science and technology development, artificial neural network based on computer science, 
brain neural science, maths, cognizing science, microelectronics, photoelectron and so on is becoming 
hotspot problem in many fields. Artificial neural network is a kind of method that can simulate human’s 
brain visual thought and non-linearity parallel distributing treatment ability. It is a complication network 
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that consists of a lot of simple treatment unit linked each other.  It is brought forward on productions basis 
that come from modern biology researching human’s organization. It is usually used to simulate human’s 
brain neural system structure and function.  
On the other hand, cross-subject research is mainstream direction nowadays. Information science is a 
very modern and young subject that can combine with every walk of life. Many large scope 
epidemiological investigations in China and abroad have found that child mental health disorders 
prevalent rate is about 10 percent. According to the prevalent rate, there are about 60 millions children in 
our country who need mental health care. But the child psychiatrists in China are not enough to serve so 
many kids. Confronting with this contradiction of supply and need, considering our economy, education 
and technology practical status we can’t train ten thousands of child psychiatrists in a short time. We hope 
that the abundant clinical experiences of senior child psychiatrists can help the younger doctors 
throughout the country by the advanced computer technology. 
Hence, we hope make some benefit attempt in combining psychiatry medical with computer. Our 
thought gain recognizing and granting of National Natural Science Foundation of China. So we get grant 
for development research. It is also a very interesting practice that uses the computer simulating the 
human being brain. 
2.Neural networks and back propagation 
Man’s neural system consists of  1010~1011 neural cells. Brain neural cell is shown as Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Brain neural cell model 
Artificial neural network processing element is a kind of simulation to man’s brain neural cell. 
Artificial neural network processing element model is shown as Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Artificial neural network processing element model 
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Artificial neural network processing element consists of many inputs xi, i=1,2,…,n and a output yj. As 
be shown follows: 
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©j is threshold of neural network cell, wji is connection weight of network cell j, n is input signal 
number, yj  is output of neural network cell, t is time, f (.) is output transform function. 
Neural network have two learn algorithms: directed learn algorithm and undirected learn algorithm. 
We adopt BP(back-propagation) algorithm in our diagnosis system .It belongs to directed learn algorithm. 
It can adjust neural network weights according to difference between target and output. We use S shape 
function as neural network processing element output transform function. 
Back propagation is one of the methods that can be used to update the weights of a neural network 
during training. Weight adjustment between PEs in back propagation is carried out according to the 
difference between the expectation target value dj  and the practical output value yj  of the neural network. 
In back propagation, the difference of the error is measured by the mean square error, as shown below: 
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3.Choose Effective Neural Network Structure in Child Mental Health Disorders Intelligent 
Diagnosis System 
Selecting neural network structure is very important to BP network. It is one of keys to success or 
failure of child mental health disorders intelligent diagnosis system. During studying we do many 
experiments for finding better neural network structure for suiting our Child Mental Health Intelligent 
Diagnosis System.     
Through experiments we think that full connecting mode suit our medical system better and at the 
same time adding suitable hidden node number can improve convergence effect and reduce error of 
network. But adding hidden layer number doesn’t always improve network convergence effect under our 
experiment condition. As follow we give some results of experiments. 
 
3.1. Experiment 1 
In the first experiment, Network 1 is a 3 layer neural network with 21 input nodes, 10 hidden1 nodes, 
and 1 output node. Network 2 only has different network connecting mode from Network 1. Network 1 is 
full connecting mode. Network 2 is no full connecting mode. Each network learns the same 
samples .Their train count and recall error results are shown in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1  The Comparison of Change Network Connecting Mode 
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 Network1 Network2 
input node number 21 21 
hidden1 node number 10 10 
output node number 1 1 
control strategy BP BP 
transfer S shape function S shape function 
Network connecting mode full connecting non full connecting
train count 12000 12000 
recall result range 0.998003~0.998515 0.696756~0.696880 
recall error range 0.001997~0.001485 0.303244~0.303120 
 
It can be seen from Table 1 that Network 2 recall error is bigger than Network 1. So we think that non 
full connecting mode does not suit our medical system under our experiment condition. The network 
recall error comparisoning is shown as Fig.3.  
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Fig.3 The network recall error comparisoning 
 
3.2. Experiment 2  
In the second experiment, Network 1 is a 3 layer neural network with 21 input nodes, 1 hidden node 
and 1 output node. Network 2 is a 3 layer neural network with 21 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes and 1 
output node. Network 2 only has different hidden layer node number from Network 1. Each network 
learns the same samples .Their train count and recall error are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2  The Comparison of Change Hidden Layer Node Number 
 Network 1 Network 2 
input node number 21 21 
hidden1 node number 1 10 
output node number 1 1 
algorithm BP BP 
transfer S shape function S shape function 
network connecting 
mode 
full connecting full connecting 
train count 2000 2000 
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Out-err shown in 
instrument 
  
train count again 10000 10000 
Out-err shown in 
instrument  
recall result range 0.992769~0.993175 0.998003~0.998515
recall error range 0.007231~0.006825 0.001997~0.001485
 
It can be seen from Table 2 that when adding hidden layer node number, neural Network 2 
convergence effect have been improved at the learn the same number sample and the same train count. So 
adding suitable hidden node number can improve convergence effect and reduce error of network. The 
network recall error comparisoning is shown as Fig.4. 
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Fig.4 The network recall error comparisoning 
 
3.3. Experiment 3  
In the third experiment, Network 1 is a 3 layer neural network with 21 input nodes, 10 hidden1 nodes 
and 1 output node. Network 2 is a 4 layer neural network with 21 input nodes, 10 hidden1 nodes, 5 
hidden2 nodes and 1 output node. Network 2 only has different hidden layer number from Network 1. 
Each network learns the same samples .Their train count and recall error results are shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 The Comparison of Change Hidden Layer Number 

 Network1 Network2 
input node number 21 21 
hidden1 node number 10 10 
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hidden2 node number 0 5 
output node number 1 1 
algorithm BP BP 
transfer S shape function S shape function 
network connecting 
mode 
full connecting full connecting 
train count 2000 2000 
error shown in instrument
  
Train count again 10000 10000 
error shown in instrument
  
recall result range 0.998003~0.998515 0.996757~0.996882 
recall error range 0.001997~0.001485 0.003243~0.003118 
 
It can be seen from Table 3 that when adding hidden layer number. Network 2 recall error is bigger 
than Network 1. So adding hidden layer number convergence effect has not been improved under learning 
the same sample and the same train count experiment condition. The network recall error comparisoning 
is shown as Fig.5. 
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Fig.5 The network recall error comparisoning 
At the same time Network 2 convergence speed become slower than Network 1 at the same train count, 
i.e. train time of network 2 increases after adding hidden layer number. The network train time 
comparisoning is shown as Fig.6. 
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Fig.6 The network train time comparisoning 
3.4. Experiment 4 
In the fourth experiment, first we build a 3 layer neural Network 1 with 21 input nodes, 1 hidden node 
and 1 output node. The train times and recalls error data of Network 1 are shown in Table 4. By 
misfortune we make a mistake to delete Network 1 .So we have to rebuild the same structure Network 2 
as Network 1 and let Network 2 learn the same samples and times. But interestingly it can be seen from 
data shown in Table 4 that Network 2 recall error is less than Network1 in the same condition of neural 
network structure and train times etc. At the same time when train times is 2000 Network 2 has converge 
better than Network 1. We presume the reducing error reason perhaps is that neural Network 2 has 
adapted to the learn mode of Network 1 through training of Network 1, so that the recall error of Network 
2 greatly decrease. 
Table 4 Network Remembering Ability 
      Network1 Network2 
input node number 21 21 
hidden1 node number 1 1 
output node number 1 1 
control strategy BP BP 
transfer S shape function S shape function 
network connecting mode full connecting full connecting 
train count 2000 2000 
Out-err shown in instrument   
Train count again 10000 10000 
error shown in instrument   
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recall result range 0.992769~0.993175 0.995012~0.995288 
recall error range 0.007231~0.006825 0.004988~0.004712 
3.5.Conclusion:  
Selecting suitable neural network structure is very important. Unsuitable neural network structures will 
bring bigger error to diagnosis system. Such as : selecting network hidden node number, selecting 
network hidden layer number, selecting network connecting mode and so on.  
Through experiments we think that full connecting mode suit our medical system better and at the 
same time adding suitable hidden node number can improve convergence effect and reduce error of 
network under our system experiment condition. 
But adding hidden layer number doesn’t always improve network convergence effect under our 
experiment condition. So we should build suitable neural network structure depending on different 
experiment result.  
4.Neural expert system for child mental health disorders intelligent diagnosis 
The research of diagnosis and treatment system of child mental health disorders based on artificial 
neural network and expert system is granted by NSFC˄No. 39270262˅.The research is based on the 
diagnosis standard of ICD 10, DSM IV, more than 30 years clinical experiences of senior child 
psychiatrists, the large scale data of epidemiological investigation and large amount of clinical research 
basis. The large amount sample data of epidemiological investigation comes from 14 cooperation 
hospitals all over the country. It is a profit practice combining senior psychiatrist knowledge with expert 
system (artificial intelligence) and artificial neural network (computational intelligence).  As below Fig.7 
we give how picking up final diagnosis rules.  
 
 
Fig.7  Knowledge picking up 
We use nerualworks professional II etc. in our system. It is shown as Fig. 8.  
Initial Rules 
Transfer 
Initial ANN Optimize
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Final ANN
Final Rules
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Epidemiological 
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
Fig. 8. Nerualworks Professional Ċ Software   
   
We select full connecting network mode and BP directed learn algorithm for our diagnosis system. 
They are better for our system than others. We build 17 kinds neural networks altogether. One of network 
configuration is shown as Fig. 9. 
 
Fig. 9.  Neural network connecting model 
5.Results  
The diagnosis and therapy system of child mental health disorders can diagnose 61 kinds child mental 
health disorders. It includes more than 95% child mental  health disorders, such as: hyperactivity, conduct 
disorder, tic disorder, depression, anxiety, obsessive and compulsive, phobia, mental retardation, and 
pervasive developmental disorders, etc. Moreover, after each diagnosis the computer will give a treatment 
method suggesting. Comparing the diagnosis by computer with the senior child psychiatrists the diagnosis 
consistent rate is 99%. 
6.Discussion  
We select full connecting network mode and BP directed learn algorithm for our diagnosis system. But 
we can’t really know whether they are the best way for our system. Because human brain is very 
complicated. We do not understand fully human brain oneself structure essence. We still have a lot of 
work to do for improving our system function. Such as: we need to find better neural network structure 
and find better algorithm to simulate human brain function and so on. BP arithmetic is better than others 
for our system. But BP arithmetic has a great disadvantage that is easy to drop into local least point other 
than entirely least point. Another problem of BP arithmetic is network convergence speed is slower. 
Moreover, selecting undirected learn algorithm perhaps simulates human brain function better than 
directed learn algorithm. But it will is a larger network. There are many difficult problems to solve. For 
example: Whether the network can run well in modern computer hardware condition. Whether network 
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can converge and whether network convergence speed is not slow, etc. 
Nowadays artificial intelligence has gotten fast development. Prospect for artificial intelligence is very 
attractive. More perfect theory frames, better integration technology and more mature application 
methodologies have appeared. For example, particle swarm optimization and neural network, application 
of rough set theory in network, ant algorithms and neural network, etc. Some of them can let neural 
network convergence speed enhance and drop into entirely least point other than local least point. Besides, 
some of them are also useful to select network structure and so on. We think this is a better try way to 
simulate human brain structure and function. 
So we still have more research work to do to explore human brain thought and find better method to 
simulate brain function better by computer. It is a difficult way but very interesting. 
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